
 

Activities of AIDP Chilean National Group through 2022-2023 

 

1. During this period, the Chilean National Group resumed its activities with a 

meeting in June 2022. In this instance, the attending members agreed to hold 

a general assembly at the beginning of 2023 with the main objective of 

electing a new board, discus the modification of statutes, incorporate new 

members to the AIDP International and the Chilean group, and give account 

of future activities that would take place in 2023. 

2. In January 2023, in the capital city of Santiago, took place the first general 

assembly. During this meeting, several new members were able signup 

and/or pay their fees to the AIDP at penal.org. In total, 10 members attended, 

and the following activities took place: 

a. New members were accepted into the Chilean national group.  

b. New statutes were approved. 

c. A new board was elected,  resulting in the following composition: 

- Prof. Mr. Jean Pierre Matus (President). 

- Prof. Mr. Juan Carlos Manríquez Rosales (General Secretary). 

- Mr. Yamil Yuivar Carneiro (Treasurer) 

- Prof. Ms. Soledad Krause Muñoz (director) 

- Prof. Mr. Carlos Künsemüller Loebenfelder (representative before AIDP 

in Paris) 

d. The assembly set a new annual fee.  

e. The President gave account of future activities that would take place 2023, 

most of them related to the preparation for the XXI International Congress 

of Penal Law, Doha 2024. 

3. After the general assembly, all documents regarding the new statutes and 

board election were sent to AIDP in Paris and the group annual fee was paid. 

4. Between March 28th to 31th, 2023, three of our members traveled to Buenos 

Aires, Argentina, to the International Colloquium of Penal Law “AI and Penal 

Justice” in preparation for Doha 2024: Ms. Soledad Krause, Mr. Gonzalo 

Rodríguez Herbach and Mr. Juan Carlos Manríquez. The last two members 

were speakers at the event. The resolutions agreed at the colloquium were 

shared with all members of Chilean group. 

 

 



5. Throughout 2023, our president Mr. Jean Pierre Matus has participated in the 

online commission that is drafting a new standard Penal Code for 

Iberoamerica. 

6. Our board is now holding meetings monthly. 

7. New members have joined the Chilean national group and their incorporation 

have been approved by the board. Among them are notable Chilean 

professors of penal law.  

8. All communication sent by the AIDP in Paris have been re sent to our 

members to keep them informed of activities. 

9. Important activities will take place in the close future: 

a. Our treasurer Mr. Yamil Yuivar will attend in person the 22nd 

Specialization Course in International Criminal Law for Young Penalists 

‘M. Cherif Bassiouni’ on ‘75 Years: The Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights and The Genocide Convention’ at The Syracuse International 

Institute for Criminal Justice and Human Rights, in Italy. 

b. Our director Ms. Soledad Krause will attend as a speaker to the Bucharest 

Colloquium in preparation for Doha 2024, between June 13th and 17th 

2023. 

c. The Chilean Seminar in Preparation for Doha 2024, “AI and Penal Law” 

will take place in June 6th, 2023 in Santiago de Chile. The seminar is 

sponsored by the Supreme Court of Chile and will take place onsite in its 

facilities and streamed online.  

 

Santiago de Chile, May 26th, 2023. 

 


